
The Duty of Natural Communicators

What  makes  us  worthy?  Is  it  the  social  value  we  may  gain?  But  isn'it  a  form  of
greediness to gain value in the social context? In the slow pace of the everyday our spirit
ought  to  perform  in  accordance  to  a  certain  directive.  I  think  the  adherence  to  a
directive is, more over than the key to an ephemeral social gain, the key to a radiance of
the soul which is able to perpetrate beyond the single individual and enrich others.

Why all these philanthropic ideologies and this political fuss when our spiritual radiance
alone can heal the surrounding? All the capital minded crowd is sooner or later going to
consume  nature  from  its  outskirt  to  the  very  epicenter,  our  soul.  The  process  is
irreversible unless we, single beings are able to reverse the process with much radiance
coming from within and out onto the dark blindness coming against us. 

We ought to peacefully accept the isolation and self-confinment. It is not a selfish act
but it is the precondition to create a natural radiance working against the blinding chaos
amplified by humans who lost any connection with their nature. In the electric age we
are doomed to think with our nerves. Yet it is nature to chill the nerves and give access
to the supernatural.

As we all transform into superartificial beings, alteration and distortion cannot but cause
a global  cancer. We ought to stay the sane cells anchored and rooted to the self in
constant relation with whatever natural entity we can find even in the most artificial of
places. All that we are assisting is yet another escalation of irreversible destruction.

The potential  for the a new life is us and whatever we can stow through our open
communication with the various  natural  manifestations.  Our  duty  s  that  of  bringing
forward a possible tank of refreshing meanings. The time to release them will be also a
natural occurrence as it is natural our constant flow of communication until our death.


